
Albiach / Celan: Reading Across Languages (Annex 2017) presents in some detail 

It includes the first English language 

translation of Ann-  

of Albiach  Figured Image; a 

Urgency and Negation

arth Ergon;

as a step toward a trans-linguistic poetics. 

Excerpt,  ranslation of Figured 

 (Annex 2017) 13-14. 

 , reminds me of the discussion of the 

representation is a project of deep expressive importance for Deleuze. It can 

the trace, so as to isolate the figured image, allowing aleatory recombinatory 

possibilities that are not representative but performative. This is precisely the 

n

to either formal abstraction or figurative representation (9-10) Abstraction, 

Deleuze argues, is not the only alternative to figuration, the figural isolates 

the body in its presen

antidote to abstraction. 

With a certain doubleness of purpose, I want to underscore that translation, 

like écriture, is an act of writing as well as reading. Consider the words of the 

vein of semantic slippage and resolution, something to do with geometry, 

with the bass line of a musical composition, a fruitful redundancy between 

figure and image, all associations that are germane to an appreciation of 

of a revisionary reader. With regard to the multiplication of felt resonance, 

 text stands first among of the many useful readings that this suite 

of poems will continue to require. I assume he had opportunities to discuss 

the scope of allusion and reference underlying his choices with the author 

and with other translators, settling after deliberation upon a sense that allows 

sustained and attentive readings for the reader of English. Still the poet for 

her part will be more aware of the meanings to her of key terms than the 

translator. The translator too will be aware of multiple possibilities for 

phrasing foregone. Translation by its nature must isolate plateaus and layers 

that are deeply fused in the original. 



refers it seems to a couple exchanging embraces, a couple abstractly present. 

the language borders on both 

absence and a dark erotism. Do I sniff the influence of Georges Bataille, on 

these pages otherwise so pristine and precise? The language of the translation 

catches some of this, but is it in the poem or a product of my reading? Are 

The language is in any case, Roman, juridical. The image is not a figure, it 

is a moment within shifting permutations. A certain calculus has been 

applied. 

miniaturized what is essential about the practice of écriture for the writing, 

in its opacity, accretes associations, is envisaged, flatly produces something 

other, but cancels that fiction. Reading is an effect of the presence of the 

text, of a writing that will not loosen or recede from its presence on the page. 

The French for disappearing opacities will always be more nuanced than 

how Peter Riley 

text this supple requires many iterations, by many hands. 

 

Excerpt: Below is a second selection from Albiach / Celan: Reading Across Languages, .

It deals with the nuances required to achieve a satisfying translation, as if the translation were in some 

sense able to guarantee the transmission of a desired effect across languages.  

 

 

Antonio Gamoneda is a witness to the horrors of fascist depredations during the Spanish Civil 

War. His poetry can be understood as a sorting through acts of witness to which he is no longer 

present but whose emotional effects remain. His music embodies a truth that cannot quite be 

bestial, the childhood trauma of the reader intervenes. Is the poem addressed to memory or to 

this other, or perhaps to a future self, who must be led to feel something beyond quotidian 

emotions? Or has terror become quotidian, especially among witnesses and survivors?  



 

 

Continuation 

 

I return to my reading of Sovereignties in Question on a certain January 6 (and there have been 

revisions since and it is even a week or a year later now). The snow lay deep at my door on this 

particular Holy Day marking the Circumcision of the infant Jesus, or so we are told.  

 

 

utical 

 

a rethinking of the world as something both far off or at a distance and carried, exterior to the 

body and yet also interiorized by the body (162). The notion of interiorization is derived from 

But I can no longer carry the other 

or you, if to carry 

the other, toward the encounter with its absolute transcendence in the very inside of me, that is 

1). 

mourning consists in carrying the other in the self. There is no longer any world; instead [there 

is] introjection, interiorization of remembrance (Erinnerung), 

Melancholy is a partial interiorization. The necessity for healing after grief is to forget; a 

postmodern non-Freudian, melancholy becomes the agent of forgetting. Carrying and bearing 

-sourced 

is no pure or uncontaminated reading of the text. There are no purely transcendent texts, no 

matter the multiplicity of immanent strands. 

 

instrument, he remembers, but beyond this is the swarming stars of the night sky, the ram 

dispersing the stars with the thrust of his charge. The image between his horns is a simulacrum 



and interstellar, not better or closer to a presumed literality: burrowing, swarming, churning, 

figures of diastole in the tides of the heart-sea. 

 

GROSSE, GLÜHENDE WÖLBUNG 

mit dem sich 

hinaus- und hinweg- 

wühlenden Schwarzgestirn- 

Schwarm: 

 

der verkieselten Stirn eines Widders 

brenn ich dies Bild ein, zwischen 

die Hörne, darin, 

im Gesang der Windungen, das 

Mark der geronnenen 

Herzmeere schwillt. 

 

Wo- 

gegen 

rennt er mich an? 

 

Die Welt ist forte, ich muß dich tragen. 

VAST, GLOWING VAULT 

with the swarm of 

black stars-  

pushing them-  

selves out and away: 

 

 

I brand this image, between 

the horns, in which, 

in the song of the whorls, the  

marrow of melted 

heart-oceans swells. 

 

In- 

to what 

does he not charge? 

 

The world is gone. I must carry you. 

                              

 

                            Tr. Michael Hamburger 

 

 

IMMENSE, GLOWING, DOME 

where burrowing stars 

swarm  

in- and out- 

 

 

brow 

this image, between 

horns, where, 

in the song of the windings, the  

churning marrow  



-tinctive 

place propitious to the experience of language, that is 

to say, of an idiom that forever defies translation and 

therefore demands a translation that will do the 

impossible, make the impossible possible in an 

unheard-

Gesammelte Werke, 8:279-85)]. 

translate the different degrees of intentionality that lie 

within this present text with its multiple borrowings or 

citations. 

 

swells heart seas. 

 

Where-  

to 

does he not run? 

 

The world is gone, I must carry you.    

 

                        Tr. Don Wellman                                                    

 

 


